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INTRODUC TION

This syllabus on d ia gnosis has the purpose of acquainting teacher
trainers with traditional and in novative diagnosL c techniques . Each topic
discussed includes:
(1)

a general discussion of traditional practices,

(2)

new workable te c hniques in diagnosi s pre sen ted in a
step-by-step training procedure for use with ABE
tea chers.

The "step-by-step training procedure" sections can be
close ly cy any trainer.

followed

Trainers with greater experience or expertise may

wish to incorporate the training materials into their own training procedures.
The sessions may take a whole day or only an hour depending upon the
content covered and the number of questions a nd a mount of practice.
Whether you are an experienced or inexperienced
syllabus should be most helpful .

The Editors
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DIAG NOSIS

Diagno si s is the necessary link between teaching and learning .
Diagnosi s provides the kinds of i nformation n ecessary for differentiated
instruction: information about vi sion and h earing anomalies, rea ding
level, performance in specific sub-sk ills, etc . Such information provides a teacher w ith an swers to th e vita l and recurring question, "What
do I t e a c h now?" The question is v ital and ansv ers must b e found
because stu dents are d ifferent, as the dd cliche says.

They are ready

to l e arn different thing s at different t imes , and a teacher must know
what to te ach e a c h and every student from moment to moment in every
c lass . In this fashion, diagnos is links a teacher's teaching to her
students' l e arning .
Diagnosis is based upon the concept of indi vid•.1al differenc es in
the classroom.

If instruction i n diagnosis is to be dfec t ive, the

t e acher must be firm ly convinced of the reality of individual differe nces
and should know t hat instruction musr be geared to meet these d ifferences. An attitude c h ang e is required for a tea cher to come to the
rea liz ation t h at the same instruction offered indiscriminately to a gro up
of students is inefficie nt and often ineffective .
Attitude changes are difficult to program, especially in ABE t e achers
who fee l they mu st d efend years of practice in day schoo l as we ll as in
1
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the ABE classroom.

J'01 this reason, emphasis should l>e placed on the

gre ate r L •.t"1dua l differences tr.a•_ exi st arno1,g addts thdn tho c:. e that exi st
a mong er- Udren.
As a matter of practice , tr:e t eac':ler t ra rn 8r w ill find it r111c!1 eas ier
to cause attitudinal changes in ABE teachers if the teachir,g of children
is considered and spoken of as a much simp~er p· oc,Jss.

Traditional

methods used with childre n can be accPptabie fer children but not for
adults, and skil l s to be l earned for t eaching adult s are contradictory to
and d ifferent from skills us ed to t e ach children. When +miners work i ng
with teachers teach the skills they are acquirin':J a s advariced te aching
skills, teachers will often put the new skills mto practice.

In contrast ,

t eache rs often do not even bother le arn ing new skills if they are presented
as bas ic teaching techniques . After all , the teacher who would defend
unte nabl e c la ssroom practices is (1) on e who does not kno·N acceptable
t echniques, and (2) one who feels he or s h e must r:ot ir~t a trainer know
of feelings of inadequacy " In fctct , the teacher rr

D ':

c:.v<~n belie ve she

teaches in the best possibl e fashion.
In order to c hange t eachers' classroom i:. ractic es, then, sktlls for
teaching ABE students will ha ve to l •~ m::id, · to appear quit." 3. iffe rent
from skills us ed in t eaching childr'3n. Altr:ough teacht?r train'?rs will
enhance the differences between adults an Li children, adults are different
from c h ildren and dQ. deserve d ifferent trea~ment.
Beginning instruct::on in diagnosis should s tart ·Nith activities
designed to point out and enhance the great individual differences that
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arise in the ABE classroom.

In addition , the atmosphere of the activities

undertak --- 11 should be slanted toward the magn::.tu<ie of difference between
the ABE classroom and the classroom in which childre n are tai.;gh:.
The following is a general discussion of thos e traciit ior:al diagnostic
tools used by some teachers at one time or another in the ir c lassroom s .
Teacher train ers must be familiar w ith thes e t ec hriique s e ven though
their validity is now seriously i n que stion .

Include d in the di s cussion

are critical areas of weaknes s for e ach tool .

Standardized Reading _1:~:-_L i
Sil ent Reading
As a genera l statement, the use of silent rea d ing t est s 1s ooth
grossly inefficient and of littl e utility .

This statement refers ma .i.nly to

school-wide misuse of such t e sts but also refl e cts upon the quality of the
tests themselves .
The misuses of s ilent reading tests trainers arc liKe ly to obser ve
involve screening stude nts to determine : (1) wh ich students a re far
enough b eh ind grade level to be given instruction o uts ide the normal
s ituation (whether in the clinic or in the special "re ad ing cla s s es ") ,
(2) which class or reading group assignment is corre ct for a st•1dent ,
(3) w hich le vel of material to give a student, (4) -Nhat grade to give the

stu dent or whether or not to promote him . These procedures a re wasting
resource s of time and mone y when used on a school ·-wide b a s i s if e very
teacher has used the Placement Inventory (to be di scus sed later)
properly and has obtained a record of the instructional l e ve l of each
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student .

Through the Pl a cement In ventory every teacher obtains the infor-

mation other t e sts are supposed to gath er.

Therefore, giving the te s t is

waste ful of money that would be bett e r spent on books or materiais.
It is wasteful to use t est scores for isolating students 'Nho are
behind grade placement. The comparison of achievement level (test
score) to grade placement is faulty becaus e half of the class shoul.<;!.
read be low placement.

This is true because "grade J.evels" are averages.

A "fourth grade l evel mate rial" is a material the average fourth grade
student can r ead on his instructional level. The average stude nt reads
better than half of the students , so he! lf the students will always read
"below grade l eve l ." Furthermore, silent reading tests are wast eful
because of the cons truction of th e t est s . The se te sts are not constructed to be accurate predictors of indi vidual ability. Although an estimate
of averag e ability for a large number of students may be obtained fairly
accurat ely, the t ests a re not meant to predict on an i1 tdiv::.aual level.
The tests usually give the frustration l evel of the s11, dent, not the
instructional l evel. The reasons will not be exarr:ine d h ere i n detail, but
most t e sts are not corrected for gu essing and many are non-line ar
(answers to later qu e stion s are g.1.v8n more credit thnl" a11::i,. :-s to
earlier questions) . Somewh ere within the norms , one more point of
raw score may give the student more credit than it would have .:.;arli•;f in

the t est.

Since the t e st i s not corrected for guessing, a ve'"'.;

fo•N

"good

guesses" at thi s breaking point will indicate rr.uch more ability than the
last seconds of his allotted time to answer all of the remaining questions
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by guess.

He usually just ma rks answers without even looking at the

question s. A few of thos e guesses will be right and w ill inflate his t est
score to a definite frustration level.

Ins truction at this level inc re as es

the c hanc e for student failure .
The above are all reasons for not using silent rea ding tests to
gather information on individual students.

Some few silent reading tests

are advertised as "diagnostic" by the publisher .

Evidently, the adver-

tising departm ent did not bother to ask, or the test constrnctors did not
know that only very general diagnosis can be dmi using multipl echoice items or tests which supply possible answers from which a
student may guess the correct one . Resu lts of tests of vocabulary, comprehension, and higher l evel skills (study skiEs, for exampl e) suffer
from such ina dequate test construction.
Many of the "diagno stic " s ile nt reading tesrs attempt to determine
"weak skill areas": rate, use of reference mat erial , 11se of book parts,
etc.

There are several reasons for b e ing very c::i~tious when cons ider-

ing such test.
The first r eason for caution is interdependence of skills.

"Rate

problems" cannot be diagnos ed separat e ly from comprehens ion becaus e
rat e is a function of comprehension. Rate i s also dependent upon the
difficulty of the material. Some t ests, for exampl e, us e the same
material to test the rates of students reading on different levels. The
poorer readers may have a f air rate in low l e ve l mater ial but do poorly
on the test while the better readers may read slowly i n materials o n
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t h eir i n s tructional l evel s but on the e asi er test exhibit an excelle nt rate .
This sam e phenomenon occurs in t e sts of study skills . A poor rea der ma y
be abl e to use various s t udy skills effectivel y on his l eve l but may b e
unabl e to show his ab ility b ecaus e h e cannot read the questions (or
read t h em fast enough on a timed test). A good reader may need a lo t of
instructio n i n advanced s t udy skills b ut have a good test score.
A second r e ason for caution in considering such tes ts is the numb e r
of items used to test each sub-skill. One or two items directed at the
use of a dictionary are insuff icient, yet mo st tes:s have not more t han
one item on each sub-skill.
A c lose examination o f th e t est is required if the above are t o be
a voided .

It i s a l so necessary to examine the test to d eterm ine if t h e

sk ill s being tested are actually the ones the t eacher wishes to develo p.
One exampl e of a type of t e st to avoid is a test of a students ' knowledge of phonic generalizations. Such a t est taps the stude nts '
knowl e dge about words, not his ability to use decoding sk ill s .

Tests

that a re far r emoved from the actual us e of the skills are i nherently
faulty . Furth er, s i nce observation of sp ecific behaviors i n t he cla ssroom w ill "diagnose " usage ability w ith greater exactitude and at l e s s
cost i n time and money, the use of formal tes ts for diagnostic purposes
is inefficient. After a ll , if the student demon strates a lack of ability,
h e can be taught on the spot; the student has the ne e d, i s in the
s ituat ion, can respond and find success, can l e arn . This u se of the
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teach-evaluate - teach system is a far cry from the "cold and dry" results
of a test.

Oral Reading
Individually admini stered , standardized, oral reading tests are also
widely misused. Lik e the standardized silent reading tests, oral reading tests most often provide an indication of the student's frustration
l evel rather than an indication of his instructional l evel.

Moreover, a

teacher who relies on the information recorde d on the front of the t est
(and the comparison to norms) uses the t e st with no utility. Knowing
the student ' s over-all ability as it compares to the "averag e" student
does not yield information of practical value. The information is no
more useful than the same inform ation from silent reading t ests and is
impossible to interpret for the same reasons.

Th e benefit of the oral

reading test is accrued from an analysis of the errors made wh ile reading. The same analysis, however, may be made of e~ors during a
Placement Inventory. At the same time, a Placeme nt Inventory can be
used to p l ace the student in a specific material on his instructiona l
l evel, and will result in more efficient and l ess expens ive classroom
practice .
There are som e occasions when standardized reading tests, ora l
or silent, are useful.

The researcher usua lly n eeds to g i ve tests other

than the Placement Inventory. He must have a care fully controlled
stimulus in order to have comparable responses . Since he w ill not be
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teaching the student how to read (or if he will, then he will use results
of a Placement Inventory to place and diagnose the student), his testing
is generally a one-shot affair.

For such purposes, standardized reading

tests are efficient and are of high utility because a verages from large
numbers of students are being compared. Thes e c ompar isions are
usually valid.
Evaluators of teacher performance a lso find standardize d reading
tests useful, since the best measure of teacher succe ss is change in
student ability. The measurement of these c h a1-J2 s a lso requires standard stimuli. The average change in twenty or more students may be
measured accurately by using a test that is corre cted for guessing or
by comparing early and late frustration levels (c e iling items).
In summary, i nappropriate uses of s tandardiz e d reading tests are
those that attempt to obtain information for making decisions about
individual stu dents . The Placement Inventory ca n provide more accurate and u seful information at much l ess expens e.

On the other hand ,

there are uses for information gathered on groups of students. For
these purposes, appropriate standardized tests can provide an accurate estimate of group averages.
Waste of tim e and money occurs when testing is duplicated or
when tests are used for the wrong purposes.
this waste in three ways:

Traine rs can h e lp reduce
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1. If testing is required, use standardized tests for obtaining gen€ral information on groups of students.
2. Instruct teachers in the use of the Pl acement Inventory for use in
individual student assessment.
3. Use results from the Placement Inventory, whenever possibl e, to
replace use of standardized instruments.

FIRST SESSION
PLACEMENT INVENTORY

1.

Introduction

2.

Exercise One
a . break into groups
b . choose a group recorder
c . list a rea s for diagnos i s

3.

Report-tra iner compiles master list

4.

Exercise Two-grouping a hypothetical c l ass

5.

Exercise Three- listing types of reading errors

6.

Ex ercise Four-counti ng errors

7.

Exercise Five- counting errors to tape recorder

[Tra iner : Prior to i nstruction in diagnosis, th e t eachers should be
requ e sted t o obtain a loose-leaf notebook , plenty of paper, and 10 to
30 dividers .]
In o ur de alings with c hildren, we h ave a ll learned th e val ue of provi ding fo r indi vidual differences . We give ext ra help to s l ower student s
a nd provi de enrichment for more able students. The differences fo und
in c lass e s of c hildren are minor compared to the differences found i n
c las ses o f a dults .

For examp l e , second grade c hildre n a re a ll about the

s a me a ge , but adults readi ng on a second grade l evel may be 16 or 60.
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By the same token, second grade children are interested in the same types
of material , more or less, while adults will have a wide variety of
int erest s .
The process o f det erm ining the range of differences in your ABE class
is the heart of diagnos i s. You can , of course , us e diagnosis in a ll of
the areas yo u teach (math, writing, grammar, e tc.), but the mo st vital
area is in teaching reading . There are two reasons diagnos is in the
area of reading is so important. First , adults are im patient . They come
to your c lass to l earn to read, and if they are n0 l e arning something
every night , they will soon qu it coming to class . The second reason
diagnosis is important goes back to adults' learning . As you know , there
is quite a d ifferenc e bet ween o ur teaching and the students' le arning.
We may give much needed review in sk ills , but the student does not see
this as progress or as l earning, The student wants to learn something
new in every class.

In order to be ~ure you are teaching h im something

new, you mu st find out what he knows and what h e does n't know .

This

process of finding out wh ich b it of n ew information or instruction to g i ve
_e ach student is diagnosis. Thi s practical kind of d iagnosis is the typ e
we will study and practic e.

[ Exercise One]
Our first activ ity has to do w ith the identification of types of
information we w ill need to look for .

In a minute , we w ill break into

groups . When you form your group , c hoose a group recorder .
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As soon as you have identified your recorde r, make a group list of
areas in wh ich you w ill need to gather information about your students .
Pl ease limit your lists to information on areas related to reading, now.
I guarantee you th ey will be long enough without getting into oth e r areas.
Before we break into groups, l et me repeat your instruction s :
1. Form small groups of 3- 6 participants.
2.

Find your recorder.

3. Make a list of areas in which your students' ind i vidual differences will alter the instruction you will offer to each one .
For example, their interests will be diffc!rent beca use of th eir
different reasons for coming to learn to read.

Now break into your groups and list as many areas as you can in
the next 15 minutes.
[ Trainer : Th e construction of lists of diagnostic areas. Th e
trainer should circulate and h elp teachers construct their lists . A
partial list i s given below:
1.

Intere st or motivators-- students ' interest or motivation may
arise from many different areas of life. Knowing what a
student wants to read (or r ead about) will help determine
the materials and approach to be used. Have teachers gi ve
an oral l ist of reasons; exampl es are:
a. t o get a job.
b. to rea d l etters from family members in the armed forces .
c. to get a driver ' s license.
d . tofill outforms.
(1) tax .
(2) social security.
(3) catalog orders.
e. to rea d cookbooks, the Bibl e , e tc.
f. to r ead and write one's name.

2. Achievement l eve l--many students w ill ha ve gone to school
before. Their achievement l evels w ill vary from near-literacy
to compl etely illiterate .
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a.

reading ability will vary in difficulty level at which the student can read .
b . reading ability will vary according to skills l evel .
(1) decoding (word attack) skills .
(2) compreh ens ion skills .
3.

Mode of learning -- students w ill have various modes of learni ng ,
depending upon their visual and auditory acuity. Some may even
find l earning e asiest when the ir experience w ith words is concrete, tactile , and kinesthetic.

4 . Rate of l earning--students will learn at different rates. Some
students "catch on" imm e diately, some are very slow , and most
are scattered in between at different spots.
Let's stop listing now, stay in your groups, bnt direct your attention up here. We need a composite list; l et 's begin with group 1. Give
me one a rea in which individual differerices will influence yo ur teaching )
The trainer should categorize , summarize, or paraphras e until a ll
the abo ve are given.

Each should be written on a chart or chalkboard.

Oth er differences germane to teaching reading should also be listed.

[ Exercise Two]
Very well, we now have a list of diagnostic area s . Now I want you
all to .9.!Q!!.J? membe r s of a hypothe tical class. Here's how we are going
go do it:
1. Write at the top of a page the number of students in your class .
Some of you will h ave as many as twe nty. Sor::e of you w ill
have smaller class es . Write the number at the top of the page .
2.

Now on the next line, we want to divide the students into broad
categorie s for interest. Let ' s begin by divid ing them up as men
a nd women, s ince men and women have completely different
reasons for coming t o class . So divide your numb er in half
and put your a nswer down twic e . Label half men a nd half
women (some w ill object, h aving few or no men. Rem ind them
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that this is a hypotrwtical class, that t:1ey should begin
g F'tting more men i nto ths n,~xt clr.tss).
3. Ok, we ha ve now broken thE:: class ir. h3lves . Let ' s now break
it again. Half your class will usually be younger and half o lder .
So divide the men into younger men and older men. Write this
on th e next line. Th en do the s,1rn(' fo~ ti._e women. Divide the
number of wome n in half , one half fo!" young er wo men and th e
other half for ol der women. You shonld now have your class
broken into four broad categories : older !:'en, younger me n,
older women, younger wo1:1en . So far, our diagnosis has been
e asy. We can look at our students and categorize them. Of
course, we may find that w e actually have P-.ore inte rest groups
than these, b ut this is a start.

4.

Now we need to divide our groups ir. yo • ~o c: P who l e arn rapidly ,
at an average rate, and slowly . So d.i.\·. ,L.! ""~ch of your four
groups into three parts; fast , [1verag e, ~nd s 1.ow learner3. Put
the numbers on th e next line, Let's sea., we had four grou;)S,
each divided into t hree 3maller groups. W e should now have
tw el ve groups. If your figures don't com e out even, put the
extra person in with the avcrnge group.

5. So far , now, we have divided our stud-:mts accord1.ng to i ntere sts
and rates of learning. Now let's divide th•.1r:; still further, this
time according to achievement level. A class of ABE stude nts
that doesn ' t contain at least three differnnt achievement l evels
jus t doesn't have enough students ! Most c· asses have five
to ten levels, but l et ' s keep it simple by s'lying you have three
l evels . So now, look back at each of your groups and divide
them into three achieveme!1t l evel s. Your twelve groups shoul d
now be broken down into 36 groups .
6.

If any of you still ha ve more: than one student in each group,

you can further sub- d i vi de them into tr..ree modes of learning
and, when you have finished that, you can break e ach group
into students who c an decode but have problems in comprehens icn
and students who comprehend well but have trouble decoding .
7 . Are we a ll together? You should all have re grouped your c l ass
into various categories until you hav e l eft only one student in
each group.
There is a good po int to this activity. Children can be grouped for
instruction because their needs and interests are so much alike . Adults
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cannot be placed in a group nor can th ey be taught as a whol e class .
They are too diffe rent, one from another . You may be abl e to give fifteen children the same r e ading le sson , b ut you cannot g i ve the same
l esson to fifteen adults and expect them to l e arn efficiently.

In fact ,

most teachers who teach adults in groups fin d that only c l ass discus sions are profitable to the group.

Skills instruct10n must be taught

to each student, at his l evel , in the one area in which he needs help.
If you do l}Q_!: do this, you find peopl e dropping o ut o f c l ass and ,

la ter, you will find that they ha ve given your clas s a b ad reputation.
Instead , you must find the plac e to give your students immediate
and continued success. They come into cla ss afraid that they w ill
find th e same fa ilure and rejection they found in school as children .
If you are hostile , boring , or frustrating to them , they won 't s tay with

you long. Probably not past the first night.
How many of you ha ve had "visitors" one night that you hoped
would join your class but who never came back? Of course , we all
have.

Now , why didn 't thes e pote ntial s tudent s return?

@"top to acc ept answers

J

Right ! Th ey saw too much that looked lik e the same thing they
failed a t before . Of c ourse they avoid it.
handicap .

They make excuses.

They have an embarrassing

But, if you showed them an exciting

chance to succeed , they would stay.
Our job i s to le arn a process.
diagnosis.

The proc ess we will learn i s called

Diagnosis, in practical terms, me ans finding the next
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thing each student can be taught with success and pleasure.

Notice

that we have tied diagnos i s to classroom practice. There is very good
r eason for this close connection. If your diagnosis is not going to chang e
the instruction you offer a student, then you have wasted your time.
Our cardinal rule during our sessions can be said like this:

If a diag-

nostic tool does not change your instructional offering, then it i s a
waste of tim e and money. We must have a good reason for our choic e
of instructional tool s . That reason will be determined by d iagnosis.
We are now ready to b eg in learning how to (I say "how to" because
diagnosis is a process, remember, not a product) make our instruction
immediate ly rewa rding and of least possible emb:irrassment.
The first, the e asiest, a nd the most us eful diagnostic tool is the
Placement Inventory. Adults who come into your classes can often
read a little" slowly , perhaps hesitantly; but they can usually read a
little . Your first job i s to pl ace them in an instructional material at a
l evel wh ere success will come immediatel y . You p lace your students,
one at a time, by using a Placem ent Inventory.
The Plac ement Inventory allows you to find a material for the student from which h e c a n l earn, immediate ly . Of course, a mater ial that
is too hard will only frustrate your student .

Materials that are too hard

are called frustrational l evel material s and must be avoided until the
stude nt is re ady for them .
Student s don ' t l e arn from frustratingly difficult material, and they
don't l earn from material that is too easy either. The material to g i ve
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a student is one that contains just a little that is new and difficult
mixed in w ith a lot that is easy for him. In fac t, the more that is new
in materia l, the more the student can learn from it--as long as it is not
frustrating.

The Plac ement Inventory will allow you to find the level

that has much new in it but, at the same t ime, i s not too hard for th e
student.
We will fin d the point at which a student becomes frustrated , then
we will give him a somewhat eas ier material. To do this we n eed to
have a multi-le vel materia l , that is, a mater::-il '--:a t s lowly gets harder.
The Reading Development Kits published by Addison-Wes l ey are the
best adult materials for giving placement i nventories a nd , later, for
placing the student on his instructional level for instruction in re ading.
In brief, here is how a Placement Inventory is given. The student
is give n one of th e cards. He reads th e first hundred words or so while
you count th e number of errors he makes. When his error rate becomes
grea t er than t en perce nt, you have found h is frustration leve l.

By drop-

ping back a little , you will place th e student in the materia l at a l evel
h e can handle but which is easy e nough to provide him w ith immediate
success . As he learns, he is able to handle more and more difficult
ma terial. Almost before you know it, the material that was frustra ting
to him will be easy for him. You will have provided him with the immediate and continued s ucce ss neces sary for keeping him in c lass and for
teaching him as much as h e can learn as fast as h e can l earn.
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{jxercise Threi}
The Placement Inventory is easy, after you ha ve practiced for a while.
You will get an opportunity to practice in a few minutes; but first, we
need to decide what errors w e will count. There are nine kinds of errors
a student can make.
in mind .

Let's list thos e errors up here so we can k eep them

Now, you tell me : What kinds of errors can a person make as

he reads to you?
(Irainer: Paraphrase and list the respons es as:
1. Reversals
a. word
b. word order
2. Substitutions
a. word
b. letter
3. Add itions
4. Om issions
a. word
b. l etter
5. Repetitions
6. Mispronunciations
7.

Disregard of punctuation

8. Help (with an unknown word)
9.

Hesitations (one second or longe r: This is a dead stop in th e
reading

.Q
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We now have listed the nine type s of errors a person can make when
h e is rea c.. J.ng to you .

Now , there are two of the s e errors that may be a

little difficult for you, so I want to talk to you a bout them for a few
minutes . The most troubl esome i s the repetition error .
Repetitions w ill give you a little troubl e at first, until you get use d
to giving Placement Inventories, b e cause repetitions can be good or bad .
The student who makes an error or t wo in a line w ill often go back and
correct hi s e rror s.

Thi s is where the repe tition is a goo d erro~ but it is

a l so t h e time when it will b egin to give you proLlems.
If a student corrects an error, you no lo ng e r count it.

That sounds

s impl e, but it isn't. Let's suppose this happens : A student is reading
a long and om its a word .

Then he goes back a nd repeats the sentence and

puts t he word in l ik e it should be. How ma ny error s do you count?
@op for answery Right , you do count the rep et it ion . W hat about t he
omission ~oint to it on the listj? He correc ted th;::i- e tror, so you don ' t
count it. The student has made one erro: .

Now, suppose we have this

case : The student makes an omissioP., h esitat es, go es on, mispronounces a word, h e sitates, goe s on, n eeds help on a word, then realize s
he hasn't done a good job, so he repeats the s e nte nce and corrects hi s
five errors . How many errors do you cour:t?

r"

-

iWait for answers .

Right, one error . That's right, w e o nly count the rep etition.

So far , s o

good. Now what do you do if a student mi spronounces a word, then goe s
b a ck to repeat it and still misses it ? That's right, you count two errors .
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He did not correct his first error , the mispronunciation (Eoint to chart]
so it is counted for one error; he also made a repetition (Eoint to chart]
which counts as a second error.
counting exercises.

Now , I'm going to pass out some error

I want you, in your groups , to decide how many

errors are to be counted for each one of these possibilities. Ll3egin
passing out exercises; but go on withl we will talk about another typ e
of confusing error in a minute, th e n get some practice counting errors .
Right now, each group is to decide how many errors would be counted
in each of the examples given on this exercise. Write the number of
e rrors down, so you don't forg et how many you decided upon . G;rainer:
Circulate and help where needed]
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{txercise Four]

Exercise for Counting Errors
CTrainer: Have this exercise reproduced.

The teachers you will be

training need to practice every step of the Placement Inventory before
they have to do the complete job. Do not reproduce the numbers in
brackets--these are the answers

"J

1. Reads , mi spronounces, hesitates, mispronounce::.

))

2 . Reads , mispronounces , needs help, go es back and repeats
passage correctly, but hesitates beforP -~~ wor d h e needed
h e lp on. ' 2_}
3 . Reads , omits three words in a row (one om ission of three words),
reads a long, inserts a word, goes back and repeats, correcting
hims elf, reads along, mispronounces but repeats correctly ,
then needs help with the last word . [3]
4. Reads without error but goes back a nd repeats , inserting a
wor d. [2]
5. Reads along, hesitates, reads , om it s a word, hesitates,
mispronounces a word but repeats it correctly, reads , inserts
a word but repeats on that phrase and leave s the word out,
re ads, mispronounces two words but repeats that phrase and
corrects one of the mis pronunciations. [7 , the repeated
mis pronunciation i s the same error and is not counted twice J
6.

(Note t o t eacher s : Repetitions don't correct each other. Two
re p e titions of the same word is counted as two errors . )
Student rea ds , mispronounces a word, repeats th e mis pronunciation, but then r epeats and corrects his error . [2]

7 . Student reads along, mispro nounces a word , hesitates, reads ,
omits , inserts, and then mixes word order (revers al) . He then
repeats the passage, making the same mis pronunciation and two
different hesitations. [4]
8. Student reads , mispronounc es two words, hesitates three times ,
omits a word but goes back and puts it i n, reads , needs hel p on
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a word, repeats it correctly, then goes back to the beg inning
a11 d reads the passage fluently and without error . [l or 3.
Some students are so flu ent that it is obvious that their
•
d ifficulty sprung from one miscue while others still show , by
word-at-a-time reading , that they are not sure of their re ading.
Fluency usually allows the t e acher to count o nly the last
repetition while hesitancy indicates that all repetitions be
counted;)
9. Student reads without error but r epeats , i nserting once.

[ 2]

10. Student reads , h es itates onc e , repeats the passage w ithout
error. [1]
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[Get answers, answer questions, explain J
So far, we have exam ined close ly the repetition error .

Now, a s I

told you earlier, there i s one more typ e of error that may give you some
trouble , but it isn 't as much of a problem as the repetition error. The
hesitation e rror i s the oth er type of error that may give you some trouble,
so I want to talk about it for just a minute b e fore w e b egin practicing .
The h esitation is caused by the student' s uncertainty about the
reading he is doing.
immediately.

He may be fac ed with a word be d.)e sn't know

If h e can't figure it out, you will nel p him and the hesita-

tion i s not counted , only the "help " error i s counte d .

In t h i s case, the

student w ill hesitate long er than three seco nds and you will help him .
Of course, the student might figure out the word b e fore his time is up .
In that case, you count the hesitation. Now, wha t w ould you do if th e
student hesitated, then missed the wor d h e was trying to figure out?
Wait for responses.

Right! You count t he hesitation and you count

the error h e made when he missed the next wor d.
Hesitations may also occur after t he student has made an e rror, it
"just doesn't sound right " and he is re-reading silently . You can't tell
when this is happening because these h esitations look and sound just
like the other kind. Wait until the student ' s three seconds are up, a nd
t ell him the next word. This lets him know h e is expected to continue.
He may begin over, but you should not encourage nor indicate this to him
in any way. Remember, you don't do the student any favor by h elping
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him do well ! That only puts him on too high a l evel , frustrates him,
hurts his s uccess, and may even cause him to drop out of class!
Now, if the student hesitates before a simple w ord he has read
earlier in the passage, like "a" or "the;• his problem is probably the
next word.

In this case, when you gi ve help , give both the easy word

and next, the hard word. Thi s is s till just one ''he lp " error.

If the stu-

dent is reading a first l evel material to you and hesitate s before a s imple
word, help him with that word only.

If h e need s help wlt n the next word

as well, help him ~nd count two errors--rem emb~r , ma ny students will
not be able to read even the simple words. Ther e is no reason to put h im
in frustratingly difficult material because you didn't cou nt errors on ea sy
words.

In fact, these lowe s t level readers a m the ones you shoul d be

strictest on in error count s. Just a littl e too hard and the mat erial will
completely frustrate your poorer r e aders, especially the men, and you w ill
lose them .
Do you have any questions ? (Wait for questio n s

.J

Is there a nything

at all you are unsure about? Ask now, b e cause w e are about to count
errors and you will need your questions answ ered b e fore this exercis e
begins. [Wait for questions

J

[Trainer: Begin passing out Inforr.1al Inventories by Smith and Bradtmue ll er (Follett) while continuingj

I'm passing out cop'J of a materia l we

have had stude nt s r ead. W e made a tape of t heir reading s o you could
have practice counting t heir errors without having to worry about the student himself. When you get your paper, re ad over all the pas sag e s
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while I get the tap e recorder ready . We will listen to s tude nts read a nd
count their errors. [Pass out the inventories, set up tape recorder~

[Exercise Five]
I'm going to count errors on the first student .

Read along , keeping

up with the student and watch me out of the corner of your eye.

I' 11 move

my arm wh e n an e rror is made. You s hould be able to see the movement
without actually looking at me.
count errors .

[Trainer: Turn on the t,r· • r":!corder and

To b e sure you don't miscount, yc"~r n .sponse record should

be prepa re d in advance. Afte!' countirg 9rrors

0:1

the first paragraph,

turn off the recorder and ask for questions. Re peat through entire inventory for the first student

J

Now we ha ve an idea of how to count errors . There i s j ust one other
point I want to make before you count and that's on mispronunciations.
We count mispronunciations because it indicates th::-t the reader attacked
the word improperly; that is, the word was new to
didn't quite make it.

r.. ~- ,

he attacked it but

Usually mispronunc i ations are made when the stu-

dent puts the accent on the wrong syllable, but there are other possibilities, too.

Now suppose a student reads the word "fire" as if it were

"far ." Is this a mispronunciation ? It i s _o nly if the studen~ usually says
"fire" when h e talks.

If "far" i s part of his dialect, if that is the correct

pronunciation so far as his oral language is concerned, then he h as not
ma de a reading error .

The student with a speech problam is a good

exampl e; t he stu dent may say "twee" or "fre e " for "three," but that' s
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the way he says it, so that' s the way he must read it . We do not count
these as e rrors. The student i s reading the best way h e knows .

He is

translating a foreign language-print into his native dialect.
You may have b lack students in your class and these black students
may ha ve a definite dialect. This dialect will include different pronunciations that are not reading errors. Inclusive in the black dialect is the
omission of many word end ing s, especially the "s" on plu~·als, the " ing "
on gerunds, and the "d" or "ed " on past t enses .
standard differences in dialect are not errors.

Rerrel"';.ber that these

S:, ·y"ou will have to be

especially careful when giving Placement Inventor:es to students who
ha ve a dialect or speech impediment.
Do you ha ve any questions?

[wait

for questions

J

Very well , I

guess we are ready to begin. We will practice w:.th several recordings,
so don't mark up your copy of the inventory. {ylay tape, count errors,
circulate and h elp teachers count, replay parts of tap e when necessary ,
answer qu e stions, etc. When teachers can count errors accurately, go
on to student p lacement and record keeping....1

SECOND SESSION
PLACEMENT

or

STUDENTS

1 • Introduction
2. Pass out copies of Sample Record Keeping Form.
3. Exercise One--teachers find instn.irti.on,11 level for students.
4.

Teachers make up their own Record Fol ms .

5. Teachers practice giving Placement Inventory to each other.
You noticed, of course, th at the students on the t ape b e came frustrated on different paragraphs. This is the central concept we are
work ing toward: how do you place the student in material that will
guarantee im mediate and continuing success? The :inswer is only half
given by counting the student's errors. The other r•alf of the answer is
given by a comparison of the percentage of errors made with the percentage
allowed. This comparison can be made difficult or easy to do. I'm sure
none of you want it to be any more difficult than it has to be, so we need
to l earn to set up our records for the easiest possible comparison.
going to pass out a sample form.

I' m

Our ne xt job is to learn to identify the

proper l evel of material for the student; the n , we will construct our own
forms for the material you will be using ln your classe s. [Trainer: Pass
out copies of form gi ven on the next page
27
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Look at th e column mark ed "Error s Allowed ." Thi s is t he co.::..,::!11 ·Ne
w ill use a s a compa rison. As the student reads one passa ge afre: another,
w e writ e down the number of errors h e ma k es a!'ld compare it to ::w r,'J;-:Oer
h e is allowe d. As lo ng as the student is doing well, we c onti-:~e

t1.1

gi ve him harder and h a rder ma teria l . We cor1tin.ie until the stud er:
exc e eds the number of e rrors h e is allowed. As soon as we a!"e sure

'\19

h a ve given the stu de nt a mate rial that i s frustrating , ·,,e G'lit giv!--:g h:m
mat erial.

That 's why some students on y our sample :"-~cord !:-. a ve a 3h,);-t

column and others have a long one .
Let ' s look at the first stude nt .
e asie s t p a ssa ge h e re ad ?
allowed?

[4]

r·21

How many ~rrors did !'le rna'·n o-: f- e

Good, now how many errors •,yas he

Good . Since h e was allowed r1ore errors t i-.::iri h e rr.:i.-50,

h e wa s g i ven the n ext pas s age.

Did h E: ma ke too ni-:tny errors?

[Yer_)

How many errors did h e make over an.d above t!-!e nt:.""':":!:-er alk·Ne-:i?
W a s h e given the next mat erial ?

[:x'esJ

The rtRSor. ~" this.

[1]

The

number of error s allowed is a pproximate l y the u:;.;~c:- :::m1t of :he ir.str... c tiona l l evel . One error t oo many i s still within o ~r nJ:prr)xima1-:.ton . TI-,8
st u de nt is g i ven the next harder material so we can be sur§._ we kr;ow t he
upper limit of his in s tructiona l level .
student ma ke o n the fina l s e l ection .

How many errors too rnany did tae
[ s]

Now, ve krow that the ... a$t

mate rial the student was give n was too ha rd for hiP'l . We r•,::ed t,J g1v~
him a s lightly e a s i er material when we put him t o ,;,voric- --·.vl-.!ch lev8:
would you g i ve h i m?

[2.fil

Right, you would gi ve him the rr.aterial
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a t the upper limit of hi s in s tructio nal l evel, i n thi s case level 2 . 5 or
the 204 Series in Reading Development.
Let' s look at th e next student .

He re is a student who r e ads fa irl y

w ell in c omparison to the last stude nt .

Make the compar ison of error s

ma de to errors a llow ed a nd fin d the point at wh ich the student showed
frustration.

[level 6 .

s]

Very good. Did you notic e that the t hree

l evels before it w ere a ll approximat e ly instructional l e vel? The student
made a pproximately , that i s w ithi n one error , t he numb 2:r he was allowed
for three cons e cutive p assages .
rat e went up mark e dly .

Then h e got frustrated a nd his error

This is why we don' t qu it with the firs t i nstruc-

tional l e vel w e fin d. We must know t h e frust ration leve l s o that we can
drop back a nd g i ve the student the h arde st mat erial he c an profitably use
without fru stration.
Now, the rest of the re c o rd shows the number o f errors made by other
stude nts on e ach p a ragraph .

I would like for you to ·write in be low each

re cord of errors the i nstructiona l l evel of ma terial a ppropriate for e ach
stude nt . Look a t t he numb er of e rror s made and compare it to t he number
a llowed . Whe n you h ave foun d the instructional level, write it down in
the st ude nt ' s column. The numbe r of pas s ag es given t o the stu dent
va ri e s b e cau s e th e t eacher didn 't quit at the frustration level . You will
have to find the fi r s t frustration l evel . You can ' t d epend ·1i:o n the l a s t
p a ssage g i ve n a s the frustration level . Look a t s t u dent #13, for e x ample .
He was g ive n passages up to 6th l evel difficulty, b ut h i s fru s tration
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point was reached at level 2. 0 and his instructional level was the first
card he w as given , level 1 . 8. So you will have to look carefully and
make your comparisons accurately. Any questions?
demonstrate

o

[You may have to

C i rculate and help teachers compare a nd record

.J

[ Exercise One]
Now the next step in learning to pl ace students a n d k e ep them at an
increasingly successful level of learning is for us t o make o ut our own
records for the Pl acement Inve ntory. You h ave tr e s::1mple page t o serve
as your guide. Would e ach of you please mak e up a b lank p age w ith the
headings on your sample ? Don't put in the student name s yet, but head
the other columns l ike the sample .
When you ha ve finished making up the form, fin d a materia l that has
variou s difficulty l e vels and begin to locate one pas s age at each 1/2
readability l evel. Like t he sample , you will need a 2 o O, a 2. 5, a 3 . 0,
and so on, up to at l east 8 . 0 and preferably up t o 9. 0.

I would r ecom-

mend you u se a "kit" type material s ince th e cards a re easy to handle
and they are carefully controlled in readability o
[Note t o trainers: Circulate and h elp t e ache rs make forms and find
materials. Keep th em away from the materials that have "blanks" for
students to write in.

The se are not re ading materials su ita ble for l earn-

i ng to construct a Placement Inve ntory .
As teacher s find mat erial s , h ave the m begin on the card counting the
number o f words the s tude nt w ill re a d a nd mark ing i n l ight pencil the
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beginning and ending poi nt for each passage. The passag es should
gradually i ncrease in l e ngth from 50-60 words to no mor e than 200 at 9th
g rade level .
As teachers get well along in the word count , show them how to
mark off a decimal place (rounding off) in order to determine the number
of errors allowable.

Errors allowed w ill be 10% of the number of running

words in the passage, rounded off to the nearest whole number.
Remind the teachers that they w ill be using the Inventory; therefore ,
they should k eep the ir material with them and should not loan it to someone e lse until the practic e i s compl ete.
When th e teachers practice , they should not expect to find each
oth er' s instructiona l l evel s . Instead, they should begin to become comfortable "with reading ove r the student' s shoulder ," recording e rrors , and
giving the student the n ext passage .

The Placement Inve ntory should be a

smooth operation with minimum fumbling and confusion and no forgetting
to record errors nor improper counts .
Let t ea chers practice until they b e come proficient . Give them an
opportunity to listen to the taped passages if they need more practic e in
counting e rrors

J

THIRD SESSION
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES FOR ADULT BASIC EDUCATION

1. Review of Placement Inventory
2.

Introduction

3 . Pass out word list
4 . G etting started the fir st night of cla ss
5. Pass out Sample Notebook Page
6.

Discussion of c l assroom setting

Introduction
'Trainer: Begin w ith a review of major points on the Pl acem e nt
Inventory and answer questions.

This may t ak e a f ew minutes or severa l

hours. Since the Pl acement Inventory is the single most important diagnostic tool, allow as much time as ne cessary for questions , discuss ion ,
and eve n furth er demon stration and practice

J

The Placement Inventory we have been getting fam ilia r with is a l so
us eful in situations other than p lacement in instructional mat e rial .

It is

also useful for "trying a materia l on for size . " The technique is the same .
You count the words in a passage , have t he student read while you count
errors , then compare the number of e rrors made w ith the number a llowed .
If the student makes 10 % error s or fewer , you can be fairly sure the
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mat erial is not too difficult. You can use this "one shot" chec k for difficulty w ith books, magazine articles, or with mat erials used occa siona lly rather than us e d as the core of your instruction .

Do you have a ny

questions about this us e of the Placement Inventory?

[Wa it for

que s tion s O
So far we have discussed the Placement In ventory as if a ll of our
students had instructional levels high enough to allow us to pl ace them
in an instructional material. To a large extent , this i s true . We rare ly
get students who cannot read at all, but it does happen . When you find
you have a student whose instructional level is below 2 . 0, you must do
a little more than you do with your other students.
Students who have no instructional level shoul d be diag nosed t o
determin e how many commonly used words th e y know and , perhaps , if
they know the names of the l e tte rs of th e alphabet.

Determini ng the

words and lette rs a student knows and th e ones he must be ta ught i s a
simpl e matter . You give him a list and he points out and says t h e o nes
h e knows . You mark a copy to keep in your notebook . All of the wor d s
and letters not marked are tho se you must teach the student. Thi s very
s impl e techniqu e will allow you to teach to each student only the word s
or l e tters h e doesn 't know. You won ' t wast e your time or his by covering
material h e already knows .

[ Pass out word lists.:,

Here i s a list of the l etter s a nd of t h e most commonly used words .
You w ill need to run off several copies . You will k eep a copy i n your
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notebook for every student and you will need a copy to give the student
to read. You may find it us eful to have every student read the list of
words. Students who read on second , third, or even fourth l evels may
still have difficulty with a few of these words.

Since these words are

used over and over in mat erials at all difficult"}' l evels, the student who
does not know some of them will continually have trouble with his
reading.

Alphabet and Word List
Instructions for use: Have the student look at each l etter or word.
If he thinks he knows it, he should point to it and say it . Mark each
one correctly identifi ed on your copy.

THE ALPHABET

A

d

q

p

N

C

y

E

T

G

X

k

e

w

Q

a

p

C

0

s

V

y

K

X

0

B

t

\t

g

u

h

n

R

b

f

s

F

u

r

w

H

z

J

1

z

I

i

M

D
m

L
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GEESLIN'S LIST OF 300 COMMONLY USED WORDS

a
about
above
again
ago
age
after
all
along
always
also
am
an
and
any
are
army
around
as
ask
at
away
back
be
became
become
because
been
before
began
begin
being
best
better
between
big
both
bring
built
but
buy

by
call
came
can
car
carry
children
city
close
cold
come
could
cut
day
dear
did
do
does
dollar
done
don' t
down
drink
drop
each
early
end
enough
even
ever
every
fa ll
face
far
few
feel
find
first
five
for
found

four
from
front
full
gave
get
give
go
goes
going
good
gone
got
green
grow
had
hard
has
have
he
hear
heard
held
help
her
here
him
his
hold
home
hot
how
hurt
I
idea
if
in
into
is
it
its

just
keep
kept
kind
know
land
last
late
laugh
l earn
left
l ess
l et
like
light
little
live
long
look
lost
low
made
make
man
many
may
me
me an
men
might
money
month
more
much
must
my
myself
need
name
never
new

next
night
no
not
now
of
often
off
old
on
once
one
only
open
other
or
our
out
over
own
paper
part
pay
place
please
price
pull
put
ran
read
real
red
rest
ride
right
round
run
sa id
same
sat
saw
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say
see
seem
seven
she
should
show
side
since
sit
six
small
so
some
soon
speak
start
stop
street

such
sure
take
talk
tell
ten
than
thank
that
the
their
them
then
there
these
they
thing
think
this

those
thought
three
time
to
today
together
tol d
too
took
toward
tow n
true
try
two
turn
under
until
up

Dire ctions: Circle words the student knows
Total no. of words = 300
No. of words right =
No . of words wrong= __

upon
us
use
very
wait
walk
want
was
watch
way
we
week
well
went
were
wh a t
when
where
which

while
who
whose
why
will
wish
with
word
work
world
would
write
wrong
yes
you
your
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Getting Started
Before we go on to othe r diagnostic t e chniqu es , l et's be practical
for a few minutes and discuss just exactly how you ca n put into practice
the conce pts we have be en discussing .

In other words, l et' s answer

the qu estions, "W hat do I do first, and then what do I do?"
Getting started the fir st night is the hardest part of diagnost ic
teaching or of any other approach. Many of you ha ve already put int o
practice good techniques for getting the class off to a good start. Th ese
techniqu es are as varied as the classes you teach , so we don 't tal k
about many of them.

There are, however, some suggestions for making

your students feel at e ase , getting started , and still being sure your
stude nts meet imm e diate succe ss.
Of course you w ill want to greet each student at the door with a
smile , handshak e , and introduction.

Invite them in and ask them to

have a seat. You may want t o welcome them as a group with a short
greeting.

This will give your lat e - comers a few minutes to get to class.

After the greeting, one u seful technique is to ask th e class for
their reasons for com ing to l earn to read bett e r. List the reasons on the
board. Some will com e to l earn to read the ir Bibles , some w ill come to
l earn to read l e tte rs from friends or kinfolk, a nd there will be other
rea sons. List them on the board, in manuscript (print) and using easy
wor ds .

Th en tell th e class that you want to work w ith each one , indi-

vidually, for a few minutes. While you ar e working with one student,
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you have s ome things for the others to do that will help you teach them.
Tell the U ass to do the ones they can and not to bother w ith the others.
This way, you will know what to teach them--you will know where to
begin.
W hile the class is working, begin giving Placement Inventories .
Interrupt students and have them read for you; you can then p l ace each
student as he finishes the math problems.

Start the student in a materia l

at his instructional level. Show him how to use the material and t ell him
to hold up his hand if he needs help. Following this procedur e , you can
place every stude nt the first night and even give him a chance to meet
success. At the same time y ou will have give n a Mat h Inventory that
will help you in your individualiz e d teaching of computational skills.
An alternate technique you might want to use if y ou will not be
responsible for teaching math or one you might u s e if s eve ral students
finish the math all at one time works like this .

Tell th e student s that

they will l earn best from material that is not t oo r.ard, but not too e asy
either. Show them a multi-level mater ia l like the Re ading Development
Kits. Point out the increasing difficulty of the mate rial . Tell the students
that they do not have to get a card ide ntical to one their friends get , but
to look for one that fits them--one that isn't too hard or too difficult--and
start to work by answering the questions from the front, tak ing a look at
the questions on the back, then r e ading to find the answers.

(All a nswers

should be written in the answer book or on the ir own paper , not on th e
cards.)
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To help you get across to the students the idea of getting a card that
f its, you might want to use the analogy of shoe sizes. Tell them that
they wouldn't buy shoes to fit their friends, they wouldn't get small
shoes or large shoes just because their friends wore that size. Instead,
they would get a size that fit ther.1 confortably. The same idea is to be

-

used in choosing a card . They should try to find one that fits them not
one that fits a friend.

The students could then work while you complete your Placement
Inventories.

Most students, interestingly e nough , will choose material

fairl y close to their instructional levels ,

Usually, they get one a little

too hard instead of a little too easy , but their choices are often fa irly
close to the right level. Your job, then, is to adjust the level of material.

In fact, you will continuously adjust the material in which your

students are working. You should check the level they are working on as
often as possible and certainly once every four or five class meetings.
This adjustment is necessary because the student will change instructional levels: as he learns, the instructional level you find the first night
will rapidly become outdated.

In fact, it is not unusual to have a student

who begins at level two or three and progresses to level nine, ten, or
higher in a year's time. You have to keep up with his progress in order
to keep him in mat erial on his constantly changing instructional l evel.
The way to adjust the l evel of material in which a student is working
is by giving a shortened form of the Placement Inventory. After the first
night, you will know how well the student is reading . There is no need
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to have h im read easier material when you give him a nother Placement
Inventory.

Inst9ad, all you. have to do is give him the next l evel of

material and see if he can handle it.

If not, i.1is instructional level

hasn' t changed and he is not ready to move into harder mat erial. On the
other h and, if he can handl e the materi.al, that i s , if he doesn't make too
many errors, give him the next l e vel, anci th e ~ext, ,. nd next until you
have found hls instructional l svel 'lgain.

Cach time

:i1 0U

get a chance ,

adjust the l evel of IT;ateri.:1J , aJwa y s keeping the stt:dP.it in mat erial at
, .y ha ve to adj ust

materials often.

If the student l e arns mo re slowly, he may stay at the

same level for w9eks. N n matter how fast or slow each student learns ,
you should keep up with his instr t1ctional leve:i., changing material

level

for the student as his instructional ievel increa s es.
Now, we have talked ab,TJt the first session and how to go about
giving your Placerr.er.t Inventories. We have also t::;'.k e d about adjusting
material to keeQ the student on his i nstructional l e vel as he learns to
r ead more and more profictently. We have also talked about a method of
finding out which commonly used words the student knows and wh ich ones
he ne eds to be taught.

I want to take a few minutes to answer questions,

demonstrate, or explain anyth ing we ha ve covered so far.

[Take as

much tim e as neces sary to b e ~ure e very t each er's questions are a nswerto th e ir satisfaction .]
I have asked th3t each of you obtain a notebook , dividers , and
paper. So far we have seen only tv.,ro things that s hould go i n this
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notebook: (1) the Placement Inventory record pages, and (2) the lists of
common words.

There are other things that should also go in your not e -

book. Each student should h ave a page assigned for him. You will transfer to his page; then, every time you adjust his l e vel u sing the shortened
form of the Placement Invent ory, you w ill recorc. h .. s new level. You have
a list of common words, known and unk nown; ~.:':

VO"

teach, you w ill

mark the words taught. You will a l so n eed to r ecord q th2r w ords that
give the student trouble and any of t hese w or ds a n::i 0th.:::r sk ills you
have taught him . You will also w a nt to mak

··' .,, ,:-,: a. 1 ! materials you

ha ve the student working in, whether for improvernant of decoding or
comprehension skills. The notebook shodd be your constant companion
in the c lassroom .

If it is , it will save you t ime and trouble , class after

class.
Here is a sample page from a notebook.

It will hel p give you some

idea of the typ es of notes you will want to mak e.

(Pass out the sample

--duplicate sample on next page for this purpo se .]
You might be wondering how the teacher found o ut which words this
student didn't know. The technique is easy- - you just keep your notebook with you at all times during the class . When t he stude nt holds up
his hand, needing help with a word , you go ove!' and tell him the word .
Then you write it down. Later, you can teach him that word a nd all
others that decode like it, if you teach in a linguistic approach .

If you

are work ing with a student or a group whe n someone needs help, h e
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Sample of Individual Record Page
John Wheeler: Good comprehension. Nee ds decoding skills . Enjoys the
Reading Deve lopme nt Kits, espec ially Law and Work .
Date

9/ 10

9/ 19

9/30

10/6

10/ 12

10/20

10/2 8

Level

2.0

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.C

3. 5

3.5

r e pt.

h est.

r e pt.

he sit,

mi sp.

misp.

Most comm .
error
help

Unknowns

Taught*

link

-ink pattern

stout,
fought

contrast of -om
an d -ought patterns

h T)

c atch

pronunciation as
-atch and pattern

All 101, 102, and 103
cards may be read for
pl easure. RD Kit A,
a ll 201 and 202 cards .

spy

-y patte rn

flying

-y + ing pattern

RD Kit A, all 203 and
2r 4 cards . Reader ' s
Dige st Readers.

frighte ned

1. i ght pattern
2 . i ght + e n pattern
3 . i gh ten + ed pattern

Mnt~l_~~

K1t A, ~eries X

spry

* Th e teaching metho d used by this t each er is the linguistic
method suggested by t he coauthors of the Reading Development Kits,
Geeslin and Geeslin, i n their book Teaching/Reading , Experimenta l
Edition .
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should take the problem to another student for help.

That stud ent should

have you. notebook or should otherwis P- make note of :he help given to be
trans ferred into your notebook later .
The reason you will be going ~o so r.;uch u·,:>uble to record ~he knowns
and unknowns is for grouping purposes . As we ?-,,-,-"·

0

already disci.1s 3ed ,

we can't t each a group of adul t s all a t the sc:11:, c ·~1P ·
individual needs are so different.

tl:eir

However, ·Ne~ r, i:l t oge ther all of

those students who need the same instruction ct tb 2
each one. As the group i s taught , some stt,aer:~
than others.

bi::!caU.3<:;

; r;~ :.:

..-✓ :-:1..

time a:r.d -+:each

r•atch on faster

These students can be told , "You s2erP to hm,e iearr~d this

very well. You may return to your work. " They ca:1 go b•!ck to their seats,
one at a time, until the group is empty. Anotl' fff gro;1p cap then be formed
for instruction in a skill or area the stu dents all r,ced help in.

Sometimes,

your groups will have o nly one member--you will b e wo..k t:g with only one
stu de nt. Sometimes you will have two, three, o:- r•,_1:·s r••.2~bers in a
group . Remember, you will call together nnly thusc: sr.udents who need
instruction in the one particul ar area, you w ill teact each one ur.til h e
has "caught on" and returned to hi s v10rk, and you will teach o nly as
long as necessary. When the group is empty, its •.1sefuiness is past .
The next group may be con1pletely different or it rnay have one or more
of the same p eople in it.
Now the question is,

11

How do you know who to call

group?" The que s tion is a n swered by your notebook.

ilp

for e ach

Look at t he example
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you can tell how much he is doing: Your faster 3tudents will do more
than your slower ones. When you find one student doing a lot, you will
want to remember to check his instructional l evel frequently . Your faster
students will need to have the levels of material they use adjusted more
often than slower students.
The second important reason for having a card file is for the student's
use.

He may need to look on his card and find out w:-iere he is in any

one of a number of materials.
Student answe r sheets should be kept ir

·j

~

;-:iH n folder (unless

there is a response book for the material provided by the p ublisher).
The card file also acts as

e1

cross-check for you. Yon can check the

lessons listed on the card aga inst the answer pages. If you find pages
of answers on which the student missed 30% or more of the qu estions,
the material is too hard. Often , material is not extensivP enough--that
is, it gets hard too fast. The student does not learn enough from each
lesson, so the material may gradually get harder than the student can
handle on an instructional level. When material is not extensive enough,
you should have the student stop working in it for a class or two, until
his instructional level has caught up with the advancing difficulty of the
material. The card file becomes valuable to the student when this
happens, if it does.

The student can leave a material for a night or two

--or longer if necessary--and pick it up again with a minimum of confusion and searching. His card l ets him know where he left the material
and where he should begin again.
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The processes we have been discussing are the most vital to diagnostic t edching . So far we h ave discussed four el ements of diagnosis:

1.

Us ing a Placement Inventory to place students on their
on their instructional l evel so that they can achieve immediat e
success .

2.

Using the Placement Inventory to adjust t he level of material in
which each stud ent should work i n order to rr1eet with maximum
success while in your c l ass .

3. A check-list of the letters of the alphabet and 300 commonly used
words that lets you know which words or letters .. 1- e student
should be taught.
4. A r ecord-keep ing s ystem that l et s yc 1.:
• r, 1 ·µ with knowns and
unknowns for each student , t h ,t :,Eu.,..:. ·:.7ou to group students
most efficiently for instruction, and tha t a llows the students
to keep up with their place in a variety of mater:'.als.

Classroom Setting_
We h ave pointed o ut a practical student diagnosis which we feel i s
indicative of the procedures t o be u sed by t eachers in effi-:: ient classrooms .

But the classroom its elf also needs to be

mine if it i s the cause of s tu dent difficulties. 1n

II

II

diagno sed to det er-

rr, :my

old school plants,

the lighting is so poor that reading i s almost impossible. Bul b glimmer
from within a dirty white globe can cast just enough light to creat e a
depressing gloom.

In day schools, the windows offer relief , but they

a lso c r eat e the worst of conditions: gl are. Before noon, the int ens ity of
the light near the windows b eg ins to grow unt il the early afternoon sunlight slants through. As the sunlight strikes desks, table tops , or paper ,
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it is reflecte d into th e student's eyes with bl i nding brilliance . The
shadows are stark b lack co mpared to such g lare .

Students are effec -

tively b linded .
In modern schools, the probl em of gla re has aga in becom e pronouncEd.
The round schoo ls with glass walls to the outdoorn may look good on the
archit ec t' s drafting - board and the idea of "communing with natur e,
bringing th e o utdoors inside' is a catchy s logan .

The fact remains that

such schools may turn every classroom into glaz i ng, blinding boxes in
which no position is comfortable for r ead ing
ea sily overcome .

t 1fortunat e ly, g lare is not

l n order to have th e correct l ight , glare - proof windows

o r pane ls must be insta lled. If this was not pa rt of th e origina l construct io n , you stan d little or no cha nc e of ha ving th e m added. The re 1s
bt.:t one thing you can do: pap e r th e windows.

Tape white butcher' s

paper over a ll of t h e w indows that h ave eastern, south ern , or w0 stern
e xposurns.

If whit e pap e r cannot be found, brown wrapp mg raper can

b e used . The idea i s not to darken the room but r.c, scatter the llght th at
come s through so that it 1s sprnad ove r the room and do cs not strik e a ny
surface dire ctly .
Th e problem of glare was e l im ina ted in the "controlled e nvironment"
schools built in th e early '60' s.
w indows to le t in bright sunlight.

C lassrooms i n the s e schools J-1ave no
G lare , the n, is no problcrr>.

The con-

trolle d e nvironment classroom, howe ver , h as c a ll e d atte ntion to another
lighting probl em that was lost in th e g l ar e of 1:he "ull o utdoor s " c lassroorn.
In any room, modern t e chnology oft e n breaks down and th e mar vel o u s,
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glare-free lights--the fluorescent--begin to go bad. At first, only a
loud hum 1s heard; the n, th e light seems to pulsate slightly. Later a
phenomenon of flickering fluorescents begins to hurt students' ey e s and
even make some of them naus eous. Fluoresc ent bulbs should be replaced
when the first flickering is noticed.

School administrators, long used to

stretching too few doll ars over too ma ny years, want to conserve. To
t h em, the old yankee slogan "Use it up, wear it out, make do" holds
even for light bul bs . You must not a llow thi s; the t oll exact ed from your
students is too high, by far.
it removed .

If you can not h a v,i the bulb replaced, h ave

The lowered l evel of intens ity i s much better than the

pulsing flick e r .
Wh ile diagno sing your c l a ss, stop to liste n to it .

Does pas sing

traffic make enough noise to disturb your students? Is the room "quiet
as a grave?" Either of these conditions can be relieved by p l aying soft
mu sic duri ng class.

If the music is quiet enough t o b e "background"

and not distracting, it w ill give you a chance to introduce your students
to classical mus ic while masking dea d silence or distracting noises from
outside.
Ther e is one item in the c lassroom diagnosis that is under the full,
final authority and control of the teacher and if not, the school shoul d
be without t eachers every Sept ember .

The teacher should b e in control

of the kind and amount of mate rial that h angs from the c e iling a nd is
posted on the bulle tin boards. This materia l can be simpl e but attractive,
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pleasing but not distracting , or it can hang as it did in one classroom
of our pernonal experie nce: in yellowed and faded shambles , fallen h ere
and there to be repl aced with a jumble of news clippings of current event s
3 weeks to 4 years o l d , bright strips of construction paper, and "A papers"
from years past .

The teacher wondered why her s tude nts coul dn't seem

to "get down to business." The same complaint often comes from t eac hers
new to the ABE classroom. The brightly colored bulletin boards distract
many of the students . The hours spent putting up the se distractors ar e
wasted. A s imple, pl easant , neutral gray wil.!. c..over an ugly cork board
without distracting the students .
[stop here to discuss any questions the t eachers may have

J

FOURTH SESSION
VISION

1. Introduction
2.

Pass out copies of Vision Tests

3. Pass out list of Visual Symptom s
4.

Demonstrate use of tel ebinocular

ABE students h ave more vision problems than any other type of
student.

Each of you should be sure to t est the vision of your students

sometim e during the first w e ek of class.
Of greatest importanc e is a test of near-point vision .

Most of the

learning don e by a student is done a t a visual distance of less than a
yard--it is done at or w ithin arm's l ength. An adequat e screening t e st,
then, contains a test of visual adequacy at near-point as well as a test
of far-po i nt vi sion. Since the student usually has two eyes , a ll t ests
shoul d check each eye individually. The student does not use h i s eyes
separately; however, he uses them s imultaneously. Therefore, t ests of
s imultaneous vis ion should also be included in any screening instrument.
Here is a list of anomalies and tests that should be included in a visual
screening. A short expl anation follows each one.
Vis ion Tests .

Expla in each test.]
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~ass out copies of
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VISION TESTS

1. Gross useable vision .

This is a check of the student's ability

to focus clearly on both near and far point, w ith e ach eye and with both
eyes simultaneously. These tests usually contain letters or figures which
the student is to identify.

Inept use of th ese t ests often requires young

children or adults to name letters of the alphabet (which they do not
know) , provide exact names for figures ("bitty" is often a fail ing response
for a picture of a chicken), or follow complicated instructions ("which
way does th e figure point," when the figure does not "point" except to
persons sophisticated in dealing with it) •

2.

Posture. This is a check of the eyes' pointing in the same

direction. Poor lateral posture is colloquially known a s "crossed" or
"cocked" eyedness if seve re. Vertical posture tests the eyes' functioning in the same horizontal plane .

If vertical posture is poor, you

might imagine the condition as reading one line w ith one eye while the
other eye focus es on the line above or the line below. Po sture tests
show one picture to one eye and a different picture to the other.

In this

way, there are no cues as to the "right" answer, a nd the student tells
what h e sees. Some inept ex am ine rs feel that th ese t e sts are not
nec e ssary. Their r easoning is based on a false concept of the use of
our ey es . They think posture probl ems can be found because the
stud ent will give double respons es ("after all , he sees double"). They
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do not consider the fact that slight imbalances can be corrected by
"straininy '' just a bit, which the student does. This strain, however, is
not productive on the test s in which each eye sees a different picture . A
true estimate is obt ained, and the student is not condemned to headaches
and eyestrain. Of course , posture tests should be conducted at both far
and near point.

3. Fusion. Since the eyes are located in two different places , separated by one to four or more inches , they get differe nt pictures of the
world. Th ey may fa ithfully transmit the se separate pictures to the brain
and, still, an accurate picture not be seen . The brai n has the job of
putting two separate pictures together and forming one image from them.
This is simple t o demonstrate to yourself . Look at the period i n the next
line. With one eye clos ed, block the image just in front of your nose w ith
one fing er ,

then open the other eye. You will see the period and two images of your
finger . The brain can be trained to do one of two things as it get s thes e
images . It can put them together or it can cancel one of thern out (sometimes rapidly changing the image it rec eives from one eye to the other).
Since the brain can be trained, fusion probl ems can be o vercome through
the training offered by qualified (and knowledgeable) specialists. Fusion
should be checked at both near and far point; s tudents who have recently
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had refractory correction of posture imbalances need to be checked agai n
for problc:;m s of fusion .

4. Fine useabl e vision. Some students may pas s the test of gross
useable vision but leave some doubt in the mind of the teste r .
dent may be seen to strain or h esitate as if guess ing.

The stu-

In the se cases ,

tests of focus and tests for astigmatism may be us eful in det ermini ng if
the student's vision is slightly impaired, enough to require glasses but
not enough to show up on a gross test.

5. Visual inspection. You should take a few seconds to look at
each student's eyes . Look for ragged or unequal pup il sizes and c lo u ding
of the cornea.

6.

Binocular reading test.

If possible, a binocular rea ding t est,

such as the one by Spache, 1 should be given at the end of the screeni ng .
If the strain of the t est (similar to strain in the learning situation) has

been great , the student may show a tendency to use only one eye when
the small-muscle act of r eading is required . Such blockage of one image
is usually due to strain which can be corrected.
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Those who favor l ess sophisticated screening methods often point out ,
as a damning attribut e, that too many students are referred for correction
under more e laborate screening methods. This, opponents say, destroys
the confidence of the student and is an added expense that many hous e holds cannot afford, if it turns out t hat no correction is needed. Thi s
view is dangerous and absurd .

Ju s t t ell your student

that it looks lik e

he needs glasses and send h im to a competent s pecialist to make sure .
Fearing over-referral is dangerous b e caus e it may prevent many
students' receiving needed a id.

It is absurd to in vor such a simplistic

screening device as a wall chart just b ec a use it refers only students who
are badly in need of visual correction (and , obviously, get g la sses) .

The

reasons for over-referral on sophisticated screening tests are tragic
b e cause they highlight the failure of one of the medic al professions.
Those dedicated to helping the layman, ofte n at gre at exp e nse to the
family, are sometimes ignorant of the causes and cures of the vision problems that must be correcte d for work in school s i tuations.

Such practi-

tioners u se the same wall charts as their s upport er s , with two exceptions.
First, an impressive machine is used to project the images on a dark wall ;
and, second, an even more impressive machine is used to place lenses in
front of the eye.

The test is conducted at far point only and the l enses--

you guessed it--corre ct for ne arsightednes s (myopia) and farsightedness
(hyperopia), or at most add correction for astigmat ism.
Many such vision specialists are highly trained in diagnos i s and
correction of diseases of the eye but h ave only minimum training in
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refraction, the pre scribing of g lass e s . Given a student w ith vertical
posture iritba l anc e and astigmatism , the practitio ne r will probably c orrect
t h e astigmatism (it pr e vents th e student's nam ing the l etters on th e wall
chart) b ut gives no thought to the imbal anc e and has proba bl y n e ver he ard
of th e fu s ion proble m th at is ofte n a deriva t i ve of such imbalance. Of
course , a s t ude nt whose visua l s kill s beg in to fa il aft er several minutes
stra in, and fail in a manne r that can only be t ested on a s ma ll muscl e
ta sk requiring th e use of bot h eyes, s u ch as a b i noc ular read ing test ,
would be consider ed a n "o ver-re f erral" by suc h a practition e r .
This trag e dy b e comes ironic if you know that many o f the vision
spe cialists are now b eginning to infring e upon the responsib ilitie s of
t eacher s while wallowing in ig nora nce of th eir own duties and profe ssional
r esponsibilitie s .

In many tow ns a nd cities t hrougho ut the c ountry, ocu-

lists , optometr ists , and o phthalmologists are offering "remedial re ading
instruction" to stu dents who h ave " visual perception problems. " It i s
unfortunate that suc h e ne rgy is not de vote d to l earning to te st for a nomalie s
that you , yours e lf, w ill screen for in your classes.
Some true o ver-re fe rral may occur for two rea s o ns .

Th e student may

not answer honestly or the screening i n strument may s how problems t oo
slight to n eed c orrection. Nothing c a n b e done about the fir st except
re -testing , a n exp e nsive procedure .

However , the sec o n d t ype of over-

re fe rral can b e e liminated if th e school has been i n conta ct w ith a committee of vision spe cialists in th e are a . Such a committee can s e rve two
purpose s . First, it can inform th e s chool of limits w ithi n which correct ion
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by refraction is not possible o r des ira b le.

Ma ny s c reening instrument s

are now uva ilablc wh ich accurate ly gauge the extent as w ell a s the ex i stence of visual aonormality . The secon d benefit of such comm unic ation
between school and the practition ers i s a fl ow of information o ut of th e
s chool as well as i nt o it.

The comm ittee can becor.ie aware of particul ar

vi s io n problems it has l argely ignored a n d can promote the use of appropriate t est s and tec hniqu es among the ir colleagues.
At t h i s po i nt , it may l.Je w i se to no te a point of ethics. As poor as
one may ju dge tho dec i s ion , i t t s co n s i dered un 1h1cal for a teacher t o
recommend one vision specialist over anothe r. The cruel fact rema ins ,
howevcir, that some practitioners are familiar with the screening instruments in use--with the many problems outlined above- - •Nhil e oth e rs are
littl e better than quacks or charl atans, "prescribing" dime-stor e g l a sses .
We believe that consc i e ntious and knowledg eabl e teachers can o ve rcom e
this barrier in obta i ning the best h e l p for the ir students. One s olution
sk irts the "gray area" of professiona l ethics : Give your student the
name o f a specialis t who i s familia r with the problems and recommend
to th e stu dent tha t t h e specialist k nows about the test you use. The
s t udent w ill probabl y go to h im, and yo u have not actua lly sa id that the
student ought to go to him.
In yo ur classroc rn , you w ill probably find it very useful to obs e r ve
your stude nts for s ig ns of diffic ulty in s eei ng.
to us e in ob s ervi ng your s tudent s .

Here i s a list of s ymptoms

lf a student shows one primary
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symptom or two or more secondary symptoms he sho uld b e re -screene d .

J

(_Pass out Primary Symptoms of Visual Deficiency

SYMPTOMS OF VISUAL DEFICIENCY

Primary Symptoms
1.

Eyes do not track together when stude nt w atches moving
object such as a pencil held 5-7 inches in front of him.

2.

Irregular or unequal pupil sizes.

3 . C louded corne a.
4. Covers one eye while reading or writing (usually done
without awareness as with arm, back of hand,
pushing eye c losed with the cheek, etc . ) .
5 . Rubs eyes and complains of headaches freque ntly .
6. Works with head inches from the r.1.ateria l .
7 . Crossed eyes.
8 . Complains of burning, pain , etc.

Secondary Symptoms
1. Avoids work at near point.
2. Approaches far-point presentation ("moves up ") .
3. Complains of not being abl e to see.
4 . Facial distortion s at near or fa r po int viewing .
5. Tension during work at near poi nt (if on instructional
level) •
6 . Sties, crusty or swollen lids.
7.

Bloodshot or wat ering of the eyes .
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Now that we have talk ed about t esting your students, observi ng them,
and getting them to a competent specialist, it is time to l earn how to use
one of the better screening tests.

[Demonstrate use of the instrument,

recording responses, and interpretation . Give every teacher a chance
to practice on another teacher. Your demonstration should be a complete
test of one of the teacher s .

He or she would then test another , etc . ,

each teacher taking the t est just prior to giving it. Be aware that the
teachers may be prone to ask the questions in a manner that indicates
the expected response. Since students do not want to give "wrong
answers," they will often use these cues to answer the questions. When
this happens the test is worthless.

Be careful to help t each ers ask the

questions in a manner that doesn't cue the student.
In addition to practice, be sure the teachers realize that (1) student s
who have glasses shoul d be t ested while wearing them, and (2) student s
should be re-tested after they get glasses, since mistakes a re sometim es
made in grinding the l enses j

FIFTH SESSION
HEARING TESTS AND VAKT

There a re two very useful techniques for testing hearing (auditory
acuity).

Teachers may or may not want to t e st their students , s ince

many adults have slight h e aring losses but c a nnot

a1

ford hearing aids.

The first infonnal technique requires the use of a stopwatch (not a
super-quiet tester's model but an athletic one) .

It is held near the

student's ear in cupped hands. You uncover the watch and tell the student to h ol d up his hand when he hears the watch ticking.
tic e with the watch c los e to his ear.

Let him prac-

Reward him for correct responses

until he perfonn s without error. Then move the w atch awa y in one foot
increments, cupping and uncupping your hands .

If the student responds

only wh en your hands are uncupped at a distanc e of 3 feet , his hearing
is probably adequate. Test bot h ears. A blindfold i s often h elpful.
A second t est uses a nickel and two quarters. Hold the two quarte rs
between thumb and forefi nger with t h e edge of the n ickel between them.
Press the quarter s and remove the nickel quickly to make a sharp click.
Th e student should be able to hear the click from four or f i ve feet away •
Watch for a tilted head, which shows tha t the s t udent is listen ing with
the other ear . Te st on both sides .
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In the above, a quiet room should be used and the fluorescent lights
should b e t urned off--they produce a 60 cycle hum that may obscur e th e
ticking of the watch or a too-light click of the coins.

{j.f you h ave time,

demonstrate and allow the teachers to practice both techniques]
There is one "diagnostic" technique that is tied so closely to an
instructional method that we need to look at the two together . Some of
your students will not profit from oral and visual presentation of words
as much as other students.

In fact , you may find that some of your

students rema i n in your multii:•le-flexible groups ... ong after the other
students have gone back to work. These students often require a specialist's technique in order to learn effectively. Teaching them in other
fashions will not be profitable to them and will waste a lot of your t ime .
As you notice that one or two (perhaps even three or more) student s
have an extremely difficult time learning words or learning to tell some
words apart, try using the multiple-mode technique developed by Grace
Fernald and called the VAKT or Fernald Method.

This is a method of

teaching reading introduced by Dr. Grace Fernald before World War II.
It was designed for use with students who suffered injury to the brain or

who were otherwise regarded as primary reading disability cases.

Her

book, Remedial Techniques in Basic School Subjects, 2 would prove t o be
very helpful to t eachers of students having a difficult time learning t o

read . We will use a modification of Fernald's method that has proved
beneficial to teachers of slow learning readers. Let me tell you about it,
then I'll demonstrate it and you can practice.
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The modification of t he Fernald method, or the VAKT approach , cons i s t s of t e aching two sk ills at one time: readi ng and writi ng. You w ill
s it beside t he student and write i n crayon or Magic Marker the w ord to be
learned. W rite the word on a s t rip of paper approximately four inche s
wide and one to two feet long. As you write the word, say each syllable.
W h e n fini shed , go back , and from left to right, dot .!.: sand cross _rs .
Th en draw a line from l eft to right under the word, saying the wor d as you
draw the line .

The s tu dent then traces t he word with his firs t two fing ers

(index a nd middle) touc hing the paper . The trac ..ng is done w ith the
elbow raised: t he forearm shoul d not rest on the table ' s surfac e . As the
stu dent traces the word h e says each syllable . He does NOT dist ort th e
word such as Mmmmaaannn. He says each s yllable as he beg ins it.
Then h e s ays the entire word as he t races the line (from left to right)
under it.

He continues th is process until he thinks he can write the word

from memory . At that time, rer::ove the stimulus word a nd let t he stude nt
try to write the word. If he makes ANY error, h e is s topped IMMEDIATELY
and begi ns the tracing process over again. Whe n the student i s able to
writ e the word correctly , it may be assumed that h e knows it (he h as
reproduced all cues , evi dence that he has attended to them all) .

If at

any future time, he mis-reads or mi s-spells the word, the trac ing proc e ss
is aga in u sed until he can write it without error.
If the student is not yet able to write , have him trace the wor d until

he thinks he knows it. Remove the stimulus word and place five fla sh
cards (four of which have similar words on them) before the s t u de nt .

His
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task i s to pick out the corr ect word. If he is succe ssful, take up the
flash cards , re arrange them and try him a g a in . If he is successful twice
in a row, he probably knows the word .
The Fernal d t e c hnique i s often u s ed in conn e ction with writing ass ignments. The student writes his paper, l etter, p a ragraph , or whatever
until h e encounters a word he c annot writ e . Thi s will be one of the words
he wants to learn . The student s in the cla s s , after c ompl eting the ir
writing assignments, may s wap them if they w i sh . You may use this technique to allow the students to "author " their ow -1 lJooks , singularly or
collectively. You will find student-writte n books are read by all.

There

is some inherent , ego-involved motivation connecte d with reading and
writing one's own books or l etters .

SUMMARY OF SESSIONS

We ha ve discussed and practiced t ests of visual adequacy , h e aring
tests, modes of learning, the Placement Inventory, the word list, and
diagnostic teaching as a general concept. Let me give you some idea of
how very important these proc e dures are in teaching t eachers of ABE
students. The continuous adjustment of students' levels and ju st
providing th em with time for reading--that i s, with no more instruction
than telling students the words they don't know--just this one t echnique
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will provide your students with 60% of all the experiences they need to
become good readers. Thirty p erce nt comes from the actual instruction
you give. This i s why efficient grouping h as been suggested--you should
keep students only long enough to t e ach them one concept, then let them
get back to their reading. Use of the word list will help you teach the
words the students will see most , and u se of 'your notebook w ill help
y ou teach stude nts that need the same instruction at t h e same time.
Using the VAKT w ill h e lp you teach even your slowest students.
It may be ob vious to you that we have not Si:-)ent a l ot of time with
other tests. There is good reason for this. Adults are often defen sive
and frighten ed of standardized t e sts.

Th e se formal looking tests are ofte n

the symbol of the ir failure in school as children.

Instead of formal t ests,

we have already learned informal ones that are not as frightening to your
students but w hich give useful results.
[Give teach ers an opportunity to ask questions and/or practice a ny

..,
of the techniques.

Demonstrate any practice that is gi v:lng them trouble !I
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FOR THE TRAINER:

OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES

Standardized silent and oral reading tests wer-; discussed in an
earlier section of the diagno sis syllabus . T?a iners should be aware th at
there are other traditional diagnostic tools which have been us e d by s ome
teachers in the ABE classroom. As mentioned in the earlier section , the
validity of these tool s is in question.

Critical

- .3ct5 of weakne ss for

each tool will b e included in the discussion .

Psychological Tests
Great waste of tirne and money frequently occurs through the u se of
inappropriate "psychological" t es ts.

Of this waste , the greatest i s found

in the combination of th e misuse of appropriate t e sts of intellectu al
funct ion and in the us e of inappropriate tests of L ~.,~lectual function.
Some programs t est some or most of their stude nts periodica lly. Considerabl e variation in choice of t ests exists . The choices are frequently
faulty, for succe ss on the t est s usually depends on reading or psycho -

motor a b ility

ra the r than intelligence. Choice of such inappropriate

tests can be due to an un successful attempt at effic i e ncy: testing students in groups .

Time and money spent using suc h t est s , th e n atte mpting

any individual interpretation, is a complete waste •
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Other school systems use individual tests . This approach is more
tenable ; r,,)wever, it is an error of the grandest sort to obtain and adm in ister a tE:st such as the Weschler or Binet without be ing trained in its
administration.

Instead of attempting to us e a delicate psychological

instrument, teachers should look for a classroom measure. The Peabo dy
Pictur e Vocabulary Test 3 and the Slosson Inte llig e nce Test 4 are two te sts
de signed for us e by classroom teachers . The results obtained by an untrained tester with the s e t ests are much more believable th an the re sults
the same t e ster would obtain from the "profes sional " instruments . Us e d
in combination, the results of these two tests offer a fairly reliabl e
estimate of expected achievement in school-type tasks.

They a lso i den-

tify those students who need to be t aught intell ectual skills .

The res ults

of any test a re true (correct) only for the tim e of administration . Skills,
even intellectua l sk ills , can and should be taught.

"Ability" mea sure s

are good instruments for isolating those student s who w ill require i nstruction in intelle ctual skills.
One other point should b e made concerning the u s e of classroom
measures of ability: the t ests must b e studied and pract ic ed befor e any
r e sults can be considered valid .

If t eachers are going to use s uc h a

test , they should study the manual carefully. They shoul d be especia lly
attentive to administration* and scoring details, then practice. They

*The most common errors are: (1) cueing; giving th e student some
indication of whether his answer is wrong or causing him to ch a nge it,
(2) grouping of numbers (or , heaven forbid, repeating them) in t e st s of
digit s p an (i mmediat e recall of a list of numbers), (3) giving to o many
items or not giving e nough (which causes you the probl em or re - te sting
or having to give a few isolate d items) .
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must give each t e st to at least fiv e subjects before "giving them for real."
The results of the first several tests given will probably be influenced by
their lack of experience with the test. Let these invalid results appear on
cases that "don' t matter " rather than on students teachers need to know
about.
Psychological testing at the classroom or sch ool level involves much
time and money. All expenses for t esting s r_ould unde rgo close scrutiny
to determine if dubious results are being obtaine d.

Such testing should

be eliminated whene ver possible for reasons of g-e::i.ter concern t h an expense. Misused, mi sunderstood, or invalid test results can harm the
student. The intelligence quotie nt is only an indication of the succes s a
student may be expected to meet in the s it uat ion. After work ing w ith a
student i n the learning s ituatior., teachers ho'.lU t. :i ve a very good indication of how well he can p e rform and how rapidly he l e::!.rns

o

This

practical information is more useful to the teacher fr.:H". a !"e te3t results o
Generally, test results give an average ex~ ecta-:ior:. for avera ge c onditions.
However, t eachers will not deal with averag e conditions. They will see
the student performing in the particular school s ituation that contains the
student and the teacher's interaction with him. Thi s is of practical s ig nificance because the s t udent responds to the learning task within the
day-to-day gestalt of home s ituation and school peer group pres sures.
In order to get a practical estimate of the student ' s ability to learn,
t e ache rs must observe him in the process of learning .
Teachers must also be especially careful in their observations to
mak e judgment, not to pr e-judge .

In this sense, use of t ests is one
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method of ob.:,-=:rvin.g, c1.nd from the results teachers will make judgments
--or wH I j,re-ju,jge their feeling s abo·..it the student.

Both test s and

"practical'' obse:-vations can be r:!isleading if t eachf..rs as sume the ir
expectation of a stvdent to be a truism or if they expect a student ' s
performance in on e are a to be equal day-by-day , Quite the reverse is
true.

Te acl 1 "=rs

·✓1 ill

war,t to give the student an o~portunity to perform

(to l earn) in a li area s without expecting fail-.:re (prejudic e ) . A.t the same
t ime, tead: ers will want to offer him tasks at a l evel they have determined to he neither too easy nor too difficult --nr_d tr1at level will probably
be different for every type of task offered. Giving the student tasks that
confonn to hi.s average ability rneaP.s that half th e tasks will be too
difficuJ'!. while half •,vil.l b e too E-;asy.

Ma.ny sxperie1:.ced teache rs do far

less t o promote learning than they rr, ight because ''foey _know the s tudent's
ability."

These cases are freq1-!ent and range frmr. th'=! inane to the heartbreak-ing . You will hear many in proce ss at t eachers' meetings and i n the
loung e . Th ey har,pen lik e this: the .:tudent is given c, test--perhaps one
of the re ading readiness te sts or, if the student ls older, a srrcup

II

intel-·

lig ence test." Sometimes the student does not even get th is chance.
Th e teacher had his olde r brother (or e ven fatr!er) and "knows how well
that family can do.

11

The student is pre-judged and labeled, the crit e ria

u sed is not important.

The label "slow " does many things to the student.

H e is placed in a group 1:!-1at is e xpe Ct8d

:0 l earn s lowly, whether
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an entire class or one of the groups within a class.

Since t h e group

is expecte d to l earn slowly, it does.
Being a member of a "slow group" is enough to destroy the selfconcept of "learner" in many students, particularly adt:lts. W ithout
this self-concept, there is little or no motivatiori , and without moti vatio n
there i s no l earning. A vicious circle is formed.

The label s lows th e

student and the student's slow pace renews the label. How tragic i s t h E:
wa ste caused by labeling students on the grounds of imperfect test s that
are imperfectly administered and interpret ed .

How mucI-1 more trag ic i s

the loss if the tests are highly questionable and the teacher has no
insight into th e ir deficiencies but accepts the results as "gospel " a nd
mistreats the student accordingly.
A flagrant v iol ation of good teaching practices , perhaps even of
professional ethics , occurs when labe ls are p lc.ced on students follow i n~J
the administration of a "personality t est. " All considerations of unqua l ified t est administrators and i nterpreters aside, this practice has no
utility.
Th ere is an old story about a day-school tea.:::h er t hat serves as a
good illustration.

There was a young, e n thusia stic teacher who had in

her cla ss an unruly young man. The t eacher had done all she coul d but
had found no way to reach this s tudent , so she sent him to the sch ool
psychologist. The psychologist admini stered a battery of tests, consuming many hours of his and the s tudent's tim e.

In th e end he sent a r eport
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to the teacher who open ed it w ith trembling fingers.

To her great e st

di sappointment, she recognized few of t he terms used.

Gi vi ng t h e c l a s s

some work guarar.teed to keep them bu s y , s he went acros s t he hall to
consult with an experienced teac her and find out the meaning of t he
report.

The experie!1ced t each er s t u die d t he report for a few mi nute s and

advi sed her young colleague to cons ult a dictionary for t h e finer mean i ngs
of the terms.

"But you know what it means?

"Yes, o f c o urse , " came the answer.

11

the young woman pl e aded .

"The boy's a behavior probl em.

The moral is c lear, no matter wh i:it l abe! s m
the instructional approach w ill not differ.

11

p laced on the student,

Since teachers ar e not psychi-

atrists nor trained in offering differ e ntiated instruction to s tudent s o f
varying personality dynamics, they mu s t continue from c l ass to c l ass
do ing the best they can to teach their students " Having a twel ve syllable
term to attach t o a student will not hel p t each hin1.

In fact, the only

change that i s likel y to oc cur, on a practical l ev8l , is a change i n t h e
attitude toward those student s who are saddled with an undesirabl e label.
This chang"~, virtually a lways a negat ive one, only wor sens the t e ach erp up il int eraction and rarely provides any positive results.

On this basis

alone, the practice is indefensible. The trag e dy is multiplied wh e n
teacht:)rn are ~xpec ted t o admini ster and interpret , without traini ng, t e sts
that may even prove in adequate or inaccurate. Such testing practice s
may Le d ip lomatically res i s t ed a n d, at the classroom l evel, the r e s ults
may be ignored.
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Attitude and aptitude t ests have many of the same short comings of
intelligen.::e and personality tests.

They also have the draw-back of

be ing "visible"; that is, the student can bias the test to show the attituce
or aptitude he wishes.

The results, then, may reflect only the student's

desire to be accepted by th e teacher or his peers and he may make the
test show whatever h e feels will gain him the most. An added bit of
caution may be directed to those who listen to the advice of teachers
e stablished in the system. The advice often entails doing the student
a favor by determining the vocational area toward which he is inclined
and "should be educated." All of us undergo changes of ambition .

Most

of us who are now in the field of education would have been very hesitant
about giving pedagogy as a vocational choice if asked during the high
school years .

The student teachers encounter who shows aptitude for

art may do so because his immediate , burning interests are clay , a
pottery wheel , or his art t eacher .

He may become a politician, a

research chemist, or a life insurance sale sman .
No doors shoul d be closed for him. Teach him a nd whet his appetite for knowl edge and skill in many areas.

Use aptitude scores with

caution, us e th e information to find out the stud ent's imm ediate interesti: ,
but expect them to change at the most un expected moment and to change
o vernight when they do.
Tests of knowledge, achievement, personality, ability, aptitude,
and attitude provide information about students. Th e information may be
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of greater or lesser utility and of greater or lesser accuracy. However,
the information is usually recognized as tentative (exc ept by those
traditionalists who have not disc01ered that students are dynamic systems,
subject to sudden and gradual change). Since the infonnation is tenuous,
no great harm is done if a student fails to be observed; in fact, it often
prevents his being labeled and it can be beneficial for him to have mi ssed
the tests. The good, diagnostic teacher continually revises her instructio n by continually gathering new data about her students--by the time
her information has become o ld and stale, she has replaced it with new
infor□ ation

that helps her teach efficiently.

Other Tests
There i s a broad range of tests which lack utility and efficiency.
These are t each er- (or guidance counselor) adrri.inistered tests of eyedness, handedness , perception, etc . Generally, the purpose

of t hese

tests is to locate the student who i s allegedly a dysiexic or an S .L . D .
(specific l earning disability) .
Ortor. Society members may blanch at the thought , but the great
majority of speci a lists in the fiel d of reading have never really seen
such s tudents . Clinic s and special schools report an overflow of these
cases, and report diagnosis of many such cases.

In the past few years,

however, the evidence has mounted again st such -practices . Vv e fee l
that students are not dyslexic or S . L. D. , but rather have found more
reward in not reading; the system manufactures the S. L . D. by rewarding
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children for having r'robJ ems and not learning rapidly . These children
are the

O !l'' S

who often grow up to return to your AoE class and learn

rapidly. Even i£ this were not so, many of the specialized tests often
used in locating such "cases" are questionabl•-= for other reasons .
Most tests of perception, for example , have l!t'.:le or no utility.
They do not prescribe instruction, and sound argur.1ent can be raised
that they do not even t est perception .

On thi~ latter point , consider the

test of visual perception. The student is usually requirnd to reproduce
a figure he sees or has been shown.

If he can de, s0 correctly, he is

supposed to have good visual perception. So far, so good; these author s
agree that a correct perception is shown by ;_:;_ correct reproduction. However, if the student fails to reproduC(i the figure , he is said to have
faulty perception. We cannot agree. We question whether visual perception is really being measured by the reproduction. Even if the student 's visual equiprr'lent is sound (he

rrJ_g_ht r..eed gla sses), can he re-

produce a figure he is shown without adequate smali muscle control?
Of course he cannot . Perception is a necessary element bt;.t is not
su~ficj_~nt for adequate performance.
The test cannot determine if the student perceives a circle by asking
him to copy (freehand) one.

The student may know that his design is

not an adequate representation of the one shown to him (his perception
is fine), but he has reproduced it to the best of his ability .

Tests of

perception never bother to ask the student if his figure is as "good"
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as the one showr: to I

1

iJ•·1.

Try ~t on yourself.

In the space below, draw

a circle. "Rem cm ba, you are ,m S. i,. D. who can't learn to read if: you
don't close it corr!p~etely, if your point of beginr.ir:g is overlapped by
your point of completion, or if your figure is mor2 th.a.n slightly eggshaped.
The visual perception tests that do not require reproduction of
figures might

b(:;

considered more sound than those !"equiring good motor

control for perforrnanc1:::.

ThesC:! tests usually consist of a f; icture of a

familiar object which 11a s b e en altered in some vny ,.1as a piece missing,
etc .) .

The stude nt

1s

ask e d for id':lntification of the alteration .

But are

these actually tes+:s of perception? We wonder if p erhaps it is only a
test of fam1lia::- .tty or attention I or e ven of i'1l8lligence (it closely parallels one subte st of the Wechsler and iten!S cf the Binet) .
Sorne tests hope to avoid the quP-stion of familiar:\.ty by showing the
student several ider1tical pictures and one wit!-1 an a1terotion. The student is required to f ind the altered (different) pictur~.

Is perception

being tested? 'iou ,riight go back to faculty psychology and say the
"power of observation " is being test8d . But perhaps only the ability to
follow direct10ns :i.,; b e ing tested. Since the difforences become more
minute a s the ~est progrc)sses, student s begin to miss items . Since t he
l ength of timE the students must attend i ncreas~~s with each item, the
test rr·,ay only be one of al'tention span.
With so many intervening variables, tests of perception seem valuel ess. Supposinc; the wst to be perfect, their use is still_ i n question.
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Since the teach ing of perception is argumentative, at best, there is littln
utility in tG sting it.

If you are not going to teach lt, t h ere is no reason

to test it.
Anoth er special test i s the record of eye-movements often obtained
in some "modern" schools. Such a record is indispensable in determining
exactly where the student l ooks, but even tha t information tells the teacher
very little.

Eye-movements are necessary for reading.

If a student shows

"faulty eye-movements" it shows that he requires more information in
order to comprehend . The additonal i nformation is gathered by looking
back in the material. Faulty "looking," then , is a symptom and not a
cause of reading di sability and the money spent obtaining expensive
photographic records of the movement of the eyes is , for all practical
purposes, wasted. Why then is this technique u sed? Some die- hards
still insist on "teachi ng proper eye-movements. " They reason that a
student whose eye-movements contain many regressions and scaddic
movements cannot read efficientl y.

Their reasoning ha s one flaw: t hey

overlook the fact that , generally, the cause of a student's having to
look back i s the level of d ifficult y of the material. The cure, of course ,
is to get t h e student off his frustration l evel .
There are many symptoms that can be treated and such treatment
can a id t h e individual u ntil the cause of h is problem can be determined
and treated.

Most of these symptoms are psychiatric, however, and few

of them ar e in reading sk ill s. Treating t h e symptom of faulty eye- move·ments o nly wastes the stu dent's time . Attempting to "broaden the
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eye-span" is very similar.

The eye has a fovea, a point of sharp vis ion.

The size o f the fo vea is detennined at conception , and all the training in
t he world will not chang e it. Since the size of the fove a cannot be
changed , the number of l etter spaces that can be seen clearly (th e eyespan) cannot be changed by training.
There are companies, s elling schools quite expensive equipment,
who say they can prove that the students using this equipment improve
with training.

Since eye-span cannot be impro ved, but since th e students

actually do improve with such training, you can conclude that ey e -span
is not be ing traine d . What is being trained is rote visua l r ecall.
A tachistoscope flashes a series of numbers on a screen for 1/1000
of a second. An after-image rem ains in the visual system for s everal
seconds. Sinc e peopl e do not ordinarily attempt to use after-imag es,
it tak e s some training to l earn to r eport a long series of numbers from
the after-image.

It is the us e of after-images that is b eing trained and

this is the reason for improved performance with training. Trainers might
be interested to know that the e ye does not g et good resolution if an
image remains b efore it for l ess than 1/10 of a s econd. This is the reason
we see films as moving rather than as a s e ries of s lightly d ifferent still
pictures. The th eater projects the images for fractions of a second, the
eye does not get resolution on any one of th em but on a series of slightly
different ones , and you "see" a moving picture. Since this is nonnal ,
using expensive equipment to "train a student to see six spaces in
1/ 1000 of a s e cond" is less than useful: it is an absurd wast e .
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The results of t e sts trainers give should alter the approach w ith the
stude nt. We ha ve said that if the r e sults of the t ests would make no
differenc e in the way the stude nt is taught, then the t ests h ave no
utility and should not be given.

Moreover , the use of two or more tests

should be discouraged if the t ests tap the same functions. The purpose
of diagnosis is change in instruction.

Efficiency is similar to utility.

The c h e ap e st, fastest , surest way to gather information is the best w ay.

GLOSSARY

Acuity: Accurate sensory reception.
Anomaly: An abnormality that decreases the usefulness of a sense organ
or other system. A variation from the normal range.
Astigmatism: A visual anomaly associated with an inconsistent refractive
quality of the cornea or, occasionally, the lense.
Binocular reading: Use of both eyes and resulting images when reading;
to be distinguished from use of one visual image while suppressing the other (monocular reading) .
Diagnosi s: A teacher process for determining instructional requirements
of individua l students. A diagnosis should include:
a. Phys iological attributes
1 . vision
2. hearing
b . Achievement
1. instructional l evel
2. present decoding skills
3 . present comprehension skills
Far-point vision: Functioning of the visual system when viewing objects
at distances greater than near-point.
Frustration level: That level of difficulty of material which , when read
by a student, causes anxie ty. The frustration l evel is noted
on the Placement Inventory as the point at which th e percentage
of oral reading errors increases at a rate disproportionate to
the increase in difficulty level of material.
Fusion: That brain function which combines the two , slightly different,
two dimensional visua l images received by the two eyes into
one, three dimensional image.
Instructional l evel: The high est level of difficulty of material which a
student can read without frustration. The l evel at which success
is possible; the level of material which should be given to a student for reading in the instructional setting.
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Near-point vision: Functioning of the visual system when viewing objects
within the distance of "arm's reach" of the indi victual.
Pla cemenc Inventory: A diagnostic technique for determining a student's
instructiona l l evel. It is an oral reading technique similar to
the informal reading inventory , but differs in the number and
type of reading errors counted and also differs in the criteria
used to determ ine the instructional l evel.
Useable vision: That fraction of normal vi sual ability manifest.
VAKT: An abbreviation for visual-auditory-klnesthetic-tactile , terms
de scriptive of a tracing technique for word learning developed
by Grace Fernald.
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